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OVERVIEW: In this personal narrative essay, you will use some form of mass media 
or a topic in pop culture and explain—“narrate”—how it is interwoven with a 
specific incident or thing in your life.  
 
SPECIFICS: Mass media and pop culture are sometimes inextricably linked with 
important moments in our lives. High school seniors oftentimes have class songs. 
In-flight movies play during cross-country or international flights as we head to 
our favorite vacation spots. We get lovey-dovey with our significant other when 
“our” song comes on. We have a favorite book to read when we are down in the 
dumps.  
 
So your task for this paper is as follows: tell me a story about an important 
moment or situation in your life, and how some specific form of mass media or 
pop culture played a role in that. For your reference, I have posted an example 
personal narrative essay (http://occenglish1510.wordpress.com), in which I link my 
favorite heavy metal band to my love of poetry and explain how that has had an 
influence on my life. I could also do an example essay chronicling the significance 
of the Sarah McLachlan song “I Will Remember You” that was played at my 
cousin’s funeral. Or I could do one on how “The West Wing” TV show sparked an 
interest in politics that has lasted to this day.  
 
Maybe “ER” piqued your interest in wanting to be a nurse, or “CSI” turned you 
from a business major to a criminal justice major. Perhaps a trip to Disney 
World—pop culture—was the best vacation you’ve ever had and, somehow, that 
shaped you as an individual.  
 
Regardless of what your essay is about, I’m expecting well thought-out, thought-
provoking writing with a clear thesis, a gripping introduction, logical organization, 
and compelling prose.  
 
If you have trouble coming up with a topic, see me before or after class, or shoot 
me an e-mail. I’m always available to help you.  
 
FORMATTING: 12-point, Times New Roman font; double-spaced; page numbers; 
one-inch margins; quality title and thesis; word count at end of paper; rough drafts 
and peer review sheets stapled with your final draft.  
 


